Bolsa Chica State Beach
Camping Regulations

Violations of rules and regulations can lead to the issuance of a citation or immediate cancellation of stay and ejection from the park

Check in 2:00pm  Check out 12:00pm
Park Entrance Gate open 6:00am – 9:00pm (Beach closes at 10:00pm)

1. Self-contained (running water and toilet holding tanks) RVs/Trailers only
2. All RVs/trailers must back into registered campsite with camping slip visibly displayed
3. 2nd vehicle must be physically towed at check in to be considered free and must be unhhooked prior to entering the campground
4. Parking:
   • Vehicles and camping equipment must be within the lines of your assigned campsite only
   • Camping slips* must be visibly displayed in driver’s side of windshield and are vehicle specific
     *a valid camping slip is needed upon re-entry to the park should you exit at any time – vehicles without a valid pass at entry/re-entry are subject to extra vehicle fees
   • No parallel parking
   • Limit of 3 vehicles* per site (including the recreational vehicle)
     *3rd vehicle is subject to extra vehicle rates
   • If a vehicle cannot fit within assigned campsite, utilize Day Use lots on either side of campground
   • A campsite cannot be used specifically to park extra vehicles
5. Extra Vehicles:
   • Additional fees apply equivalent to Day Use rates (see entrance kiosk for current pricing)
   • Must have a valid camping slip displayed if staying overnight/past park closing hours
   • Guests with a Day Use ticket must exit the park by 10:00pm
   • An additional camping unit cannot be considered an extra vehicle
6. Maximum overnight occupancy of 8 persons per campsite
7. Campground is site specific – changes to assigned campsites must be authorized by park personnel and individuals are not permitted to reserve sites for other camper groups
8. Waiting List:
   • Current campers may register the day prior to desired stay
   • Walk-ups may register day of and must be present with the camping unit (RV/trailer)
   • Sites will be assigned depending on availability by park personnel
9. Park personnel reserves the right to collect camping fees at any time if not collected upon arrival
10. Quite hours are 10:00pm – 6:00am
11. Generators are NOT permitted*
    *generator operation will only be permitted in the event that a site’s electrical hookups are down, in which case operating hours are restricted to 8am and 10pm and park personnel must be notified of the issue
12. Under no circumstance should gray/fresh water be dumped on the ground – utilize the dump station
13. Fire Rings:
   • Park provided fire rings on the sand are on a first-come first-served basis (not included or guaranteed with reservation)
   • Personal fire rings are ONLY permitted within campsites and must be raised 8” off the ground
   • Be aware of safety threats associated with fire rings and keep children from playing on/in fire rings
14. Dogs:
   • Must be on a leash no longer than 6 ft. when outside and must not be left unattended
   • Allowed in the parking lots and on the multi-use trail, but not permitted on the sand
   • Campers are required to clean up after pets
15. Glass containers of any kind are not permitted and alcohol* must remain with in registered campsite
    *no persons under the age of 21 are permitted to be consuming or in the possession of alcoholic beverages
16. The multi-use trail is a high-use area and must be kept clear of all personal belongings
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Reservation Information
All Reservations are done through Reserve America
(800) 444-PARK 7275
www.reserveamerica.com

Year-round Campground Rates
Beachside $65.00
Back Row $50.00
Seniors (62 and older): $2.00 off
Disabled Discount Pass holders: 50% off

All reservations include:
• Passes for 2 vehicles* (including RV/trailer)
  *2nd vehicle must be physically towed
• Water and Electric Hookups
• Access to Dump Station
• Access to quarter operated warm showers

Beach Safety Tips
• Swim near a lifeguard
• Never swim alone
• Swim parallel to shore when swimming long distance
• Swim at a 45° angle to the shore if caught in a rip current
• Check with lifeguards for current ocean conditions
• Report any unsafe conditions to a lifeguard
• Never dive into shallow water
• Exercise caution when swimming in surf
• Never fake drowning actions or calls for help
• Avoid digging deep holes in the sand to prevent injuries and cave-in accident

Maps not to scale.

Park road speed limit is 15 mph outside campground and 5 mph in campground